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Free Movies..Q: Relative layouts, aligning I have a large screen
with 3 images in a row and about 10 items in the row. I would
like to place my images one under another and at the end of

each image I would like to have an vertical line. Since I have 3
images, 2 of them should be under one image. How would I

create this kind of layout? A: If you want to do this in the xml,
I'd create a vertical LinearLayout containing three horizontal

LinearLayout each of width WRAP_CONTENT set orientation to
vertical and then set the height of the middle LinearLayout as
WRAP_CONTENT - the height of the outer two LinearLayout's.

Then I'd set one of the inner LinearLayout's to have equal
height as one of the outer two LinearLayout's. You could use a
relative layout and place the outer two LinearLayout's inside it
and adjust the margins and weights of the inner LinearLayout

that you use as the child.
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name for the operation of calling a function on all items in a
collection? In a typical programming exercise that I have seen

many times, the following operation is performed: // C# var dict
= new Dictionary(); //... set values of dict var count =

dict.Select(kv => kv.Value).Count(); // count is 3 I am not sure
what would be the "name" for the operation in programming

language theory. I have read the definition of a function call in
terms of semantic action but could not find one that applies
here. However, I am still interested in knowing if there is a

name for this operation and what would it be in programming
theory. I am looking for a name in programming theory other

than "Select" Update I should have explained more carefully. //
C# (or other language) //... set values of dict var count =
dict.Select(kv => kv.Value).Count(); // count is 3 I am not
concerned about the return values here. So this is quite

different from this usage of Select that is common in functional
programming. Here, the expression is used to make a copy of

all the values into a new collection (i.e. the items in the dict are
copied). A: It looks like you are searching for "count dictionary

values", which can be also done like: Dictionary dic = new
Dictionary(); //... set values of dic var count =

dic.Values.Count(); A: From a strictly academic perspective, I
would call it a Zip operation. A zip operation is when
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S.We are the world leader in Offshore Wind Turbines, with
about 500 MW in project development and construction, with a
further 1 GW to be deployed in the next five years. We cover all

aspects of wind and marine energy, from design to
manufacture, operation to maintenance, we have first class
facilities to host your wind project and provide an enduring

supply of power. High spec turbines, low cost: Wind Energy with
EDF Renewables Today over 400 companies are active in

renewable energy worldwide, investing a total of over 20 billion
euros a year. 800 of them are based in France, yet France

today is one of the world leaders in renewable energies, with
more than 12 GW installed. Our range of off-shore turbines vary

in size from 0.25 MW to 500 MW. There is a turbine for you.
These are the wind turbines of the future: Marine Energy Our

focus is mainly on Marine energy, but we also design and build
onshore wind turbines. We provide solutions that are tailor-

made to your needs, in terms of size, duration and wave
conditions. We cover all aspects of wind and marine energy,

from design to manufacture, operation to maintenance. There
is a turbine for you. Major projects We are the global leader in
offshore wind: EDF Renewables is present in all the major wind
markets worldwide, with thousands of MW under construction.

Approvals The EDF Renewables Group has achieved a top
position in every part of the Wind sector, in 5 countries and 9
industry sectors. In 2014, the Group is the global leader in the

offshore wind market. Commitments We are committed to
constantly improve our technology and the services we offer to
our customers, by implementing the best operational practices

and new technologies. Standards We are working with the
world’s leading authority on energy standards, the EU, to create

new reference situations to deploy offshore wind turbines.
Media Partners We are also active in the media, we sponsor
special programs on the benefits of wind energy. With 3,000

MW in site (1,150 MW in the offshore sector), EDF Renewables
makes the energy transition possible. Today, in all the major

markets, EDF Renewables is a world leader in offshore wind and
a global reference for wind capacity. Offshore Wind Turbines
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